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1. INTRODUCTION
Pipe whip is a safety related issue for nuclear power and chemical plants, where pipes are
often used to transport fluids at high pressure and high temperature. Experiment works for empty
pipe and liquid filled pipe are needed in this study. The model was made of simple pipe whip
system which enables the missile pipe to hit the target pipe at an angle of 90° and also 55°
oblique impact. The possible damages occur on the target pipe when the missile pipe hit it at
certain velocity depend on the different mass of dropper and different diameter of the target pipe.
Copper pipe is used as the target pipe and steel as the missile pipe.
2. DESIGN OF THE PIPE WHIP SYSTEM
To make our own pipe whip system, we designed the frame by using CATIA software.
After that, we assembled the missile pipe and target pipe together with the frame and rotating
steel pipe that holds the missile pipe in place. After designing using the pipe whip system using
CATIA, we bought the equipments needed to fabricate it. We used L bar, steel pipe and bearing.
Several L bars were welded together to make the frame.
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Figure I Design ofthe frame using CATIA
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